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Abstract 
We investigate the universal fragment of intuitionistic logic focussing on equality of proofs. 
We give categorical models for that and prove several completeness results. One of them is 
a generalization of the well known Yoneda lemma and the other is an extension of Harvey 
Friedman’s completeness result for typed lambda calculus. 
1. Introduction 
This is a paper in categorical proof theory - a subject which in a precise way relates 
categorical and proof theoretic notions; in particular, objects and arrows are related to 
formulas and proofs respectively. The best known example of such a relation is the one 
between Cartesian closed categories (ccc’s) and the (T, A, + )-fragment of intuitionistic 
propositional logic [ 171. Here, we extend this relation to the universal quantifier and 
prove that many results which are known to hold for ccc’s hold here as well. 
The logic under consideration is the (T,A, + , V)-fragment of multisorted first-order 
intuitionistic logic (briefly V-logic). We will have (sorted) relational and functional 
symbols but we will not have equality as a part of our system. By now, it is the 
classical approach to allow possibly empty sorts at least in the case of multisorted 
theories. In fact, perhaps the first paper on natural deduction, written by Jaskowski 
[12] (see also [27, Appendix Cl), did not assume nonemptiness even in the case of a 
single sorted theory. The focus of our study is the proofs in the above system and their 
equality. The equality is Prawitz’ expanded equality, i.e. pq. Instead of working with 
proofs as trees, we will work with proofs as terms (and formulas as types). That is, 
we work with a typed calculus. The typing is going to be h la Church and the closest 
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relative of our system in Barendregt’s cube is ALP; since they are not quite the same 
we call our system N. 
From the categorical (semantic) point of view we study (Grothendieck’s) fibrations 
with additional properties - all of them can be defined as certain right adjoints (the 
definitions are given later). If we were to add the “left” part we would have obtained 
Heyting fibrations [20, 211. In this paper we assume the Axiom of Choice (AC) al- 
though we often explicitly say where it was used. So, under AC we can say that we 
work with a “right” fragment of (Lawvere’s) hyperdoctrines [ 18, 19, 291. We call 
these fibrations t’-fibrations. Throughout the paper we use both concepts: indexed cat- 
egories as well as fibrations but not with equal purpose. Indexed categories are used 
to describe certain examples and to explain some definitions since it appears that some 
people “see” them better, on the other hand our “official” definitions and the proofs 
are done using fibrations. For an interesting discussion of both one may consult [4]. 
Our paper is organized around three completeness (representation) theorems. The 
“automatic” completeness result says that any theory in the above fragment is “the same 
thing” as a V-fibration and vice versa, Propositions 7.3 and 7.5. Although, the results of 
this kind are routine by now (see for example [29]), we have tried to be more explicit 
even if it meant the introduction of a cumbersome notation. Our second completeness 
result says that every V-fibration/calculus can be fully and faithfully represented inside 
of a “legitimate” mathematical object (“presheaf fibrations”) and it is achieved by a 
kind of a Yoneda Lemma 4.1, Proposition 4.3. It may well be that “our” Yoneda lemma 
is a consequence of some other work, but so far I was not able to find its statement in 
literature. Our third representation result is an extension of Harvey Friedman’s work 
on completeness for typed lambda calculus with respect to sets [8]. Here we show that 
his result can be proved for IV-calculus with respect to families of sets Theorem 9.5. 
All three representation theorems have certain corollaries. One corollary of the “auto- 
matic” completeness result is a kind of a coherence for t’-fibrations as well as fibrations 
in general. This is discussed in Remark 7.6. Some corollaries of Yoneda completeness 
are some conservativity results for our fragment and its extensions, see Corollaries 4.4 
and 4.5. It is well known that category theorists spend a lot of their time “chasing dia- 
grams” (that is checking whether certain arrows are equal). A corollary of Friedman 
completeness is that as long as the diagrams stay inside our fragment their commuta- 
tivity can be checked in the favourite model: families of sets. Some other results (such 
as the word problem for the proofs and functional completeness in our fragment) are 
also proved, but their description is postponed. ’
2. Examples of V-fibrations 
Our first example comes from basic manipulations with families of sets. Let & = {Ai 1 
i E I} denotes a family of sets indexed by the set I, similarly for g = {Bi ) i E Z}. We 
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can form an indexed product of these two families in a natural way: (d x J%‘)i = Ai x Bi. 
Similarly, an indexed exponent of these two families is (&Pd); = B$ (BP’ denotes 
the set of all functions from Ai to Bi). When we add to that the “terminal fam- 
ily” Yl, which is just a family of singletons, we have briefly described the Cartesian 
closed structure of families indexed by the set I. Let us now add two operations 
where the indexing set does not have to stay fixed. The first one is reindexing: if 
we have a function f : J+Z then we can form (f*d)j =Af(j), in J. In a certain 
sense there is an opposite construction to this. Given a family %? = {C, j j E J}, f in- 
duces a natural partition of the indexed set, forming the product of the sets which 
are in the same part constitutes the above-mentioned opposite: (f*%?)i = njEf._l(i) C,. 
There are some canonical functions associated to these constructions e.g. indexed 
projections, evaluations and so on but we are not going to describe them here - 
the point which we want to emphasize is that they are obvious and easy to work 
with. 
The above example was presented in the spirit of indexed category theory [23]. 
More precisely we have just presented the right adjoint part of Lawvere’s hyperdoctrine 
structure on the families of sets [18, 191. Equivalently, and even in a more compact 
form, the above is an example of a Heyting fibration 120, 211 and again, the part which 
we have chosen to describe is characterized by certain right adjoints. This fibration is 
simply the codomain mnctor cod : Set’ --i Set (recall that Set’ denotes the category 
of functions: the objects are functions and the arrows from fi : Al -+ B1 to f2 : A2 -+ B2 
are commutative squares, i.e. pairs of functions g : Al +A2 and h :Bl + B2 such that 
f2g = hf; ). In this case a family of sets indexed by a set I is a function f with a 
codomain I and f-‘(i) is the ith member of the family. We also use Y to denote cod. 
Let us also add that this example can be generalized to all locally Cartesian categories 
(briefly lccc’s). 
Our second example comes from permutational representations of groups. It was 
studied by Lawvere [19] and Seely [29]; the former author noticed that it is almost a 
hyperdoctrine but not quite and the latter author showed that (from our perspective) 
it gives rise to a V-fibration. The base here is the category of groups; the fiber over 
a group G is the category G-Sets whose objects are sets with right G-actions and 
whose arrows are functions between the sets which respect the actions. Let us now 
briefly describe the above constructions. Let U = (]UI, .) denote a set IUI together 
with the action .:]U] x G+IUI. G iven two G-sets U and V their product is the 
obvious action on / U I x ) VI; the exponent is U v=(IUIIvI,.) where (t.g)u=t(ug-‘)g 
for tEIUII”I, gEG and UEIVI. A terminal G-set is just a singleton. Let f:HtG 
be a homomorphism of two groups. Then we can “restrict” the action as follows: 
f*U=(lUl,.> h w ere u.h = u.f(h). For an H-set W the “co-induced” action is defined 
as f,(W)=({t:IGl+lWl:t respects H-action},.), where (t.g)x=t(gx). 
Both of the above examples have a lot of additional structure e.g. f * has left adjoint 
for every f, fibers are toposes and so on. However, in the latter example the right 
adjoints do not behave “nicely” with respect to pullbacks in the base. More explicitly, 
it does not satisfy Beck-Chevalley condition for right adjoints (the definition of that 
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will come later). However, if we use only the right adjoints along projections then 
they do behave nicely i.e. Beck-Chevalley condition is satisfied. 
Our third example is “cooked for the occasion”. Let B be just one nontrivial arrow 
f: A +B and C be the ordinal w + 1 with the opposite order. Let %?: C --) B be a 
functor defined as follows: W(U) = A and for every natural number Y?(n) = B (on the 
arrows @? is uniquely defined). It is easy to see that this example supports the above- 
mentioned structure, e.g. f*(n) =w and f30 =O. Also all the mentioned structure 
behaves “nicely”. But, f* does not have a left adjoint! 
3. V-fibrations 
In this section we define our category theoretic concepts. They are standard except 
that here, they are (also) presented in a more compact form, e.g. Beck-Chevalley 
condition is directly embedded in the definition of universal quantifier, see Definition 
3.2(d). Also, we define cloven variants of our fibrations in an “equational” way similar 
to the definition of Cartesian closed categories in [ 171. Given a mnctor %? :C + B and 
A E B we say that cp E C is above A if %?(cp) = A. All the objects above A and all the 
arrows above 1~ we call the jber over A. 
Definition 3.1. A functor %‘? : C---f B is called a jibration if for every object cp E C and 
for every arrow f : A -+ %T( cp) there exists a Cartesian arrow y with codomain cp above 
f (that is an arrow y : $ + cp above f which satisfies the following universal property: 
for every g : C ---f A in B and every A4 : 4 --+ cp in C above f g there exists a unique 
arrow N: 4 + $ above g such that A4 = yN). The categories C and B are called the 
total category and the base category of @ respectively. 
In the presence of AC every fibration can be endowed with a cleavage, i.e. a choice 
of Cartesian arrows. Such fibrations are called cloven. Notation: for f : A -+ B in B, cp 
above B and for $ above A, we use: VA=,{~#IECIV(~)=A}, (Fjl,f,+,=g{(M~C/ 
dam(M) = $, %7(M) = f, cod(M) = cp}. Also, we will use some natural extensions 
of the above abbreviations, e.g. %?f,, = df {M E C 1 S’(M) = f, cod(M) = cp}. Then a 
cloven fibration can be defined as follows. For every f E B(A, B), cp E VB there exists 
f*q E %A and Yf,q E q*q,/,(p; also, for every g : C--t A and A4 E %$kjy,V there exists 
M+ E %iom(M),y, f-q. The above structure (and any N E %$f-* V) has to satisfy A4 = Y/,~ 
M+ and N = (yf,JV)+. It is well known [9] that for a cloven fibration one can define 
fimctors between fibers. Given f : A + B the pullback functor f * : VB + %?,A maps cp 
to f *q (the domain of the Cartesian arrow) and M : t+b + cp is mapped to (Myf,$)+. 
Similar to Set’ one can define Cat’, and while the former was a category the 
latter is in a nontrivial and a natural way a 2-category: a O-cell is a functor V : C -+ B, 
a l-cell F : V -+ 9 is a pair of functors Ft : C ---f D, Fo : B + A such that 9F1 = Fo%? 
and finally a 2-cell p : F =+- G is a pair of natural transformations pi : Fi + Gi, i = 0, 1, 
such that 9~1 =PO‘%?. If the above %’ and 9 are fibrations we say that (Fl,Fo) is a 
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morphism of fibrations if it preserves Cartesian maps (i.e. if y were a Cartesian map 
in C for f and cp then F,(y) is a Cartesian map for Fs( f) and FI( cp) in D). Let Fib 
denote the 2-subcategory of Cat’ which consists of fibrations, morphisms of fibrations 
and all the 2-cells. 
The main structure which we are going to study we call a V-fibration. In the “in- 
dexed” way it can be described as follows: it has to have the following structure: ( 1) 
the base category has finite products, (2) fibers are ccc’s (have finite products and 
exponents), (3) the pullback functors rc* along projections have right adjoints rc,; also, 
the following properties (stability conditions) are satisfied: (4) all the pullback func- 
tors preserve the ccc structure (nothing is automatic here!) not necessarily on the nose, 
(5) for every diagram gzc,A = n~,~(g x 1A): C x A + B (where g : C + B) in the base 
and for every cp above B x A the canonical map g*(ne,A)*((P)~(71C,A)*(g x lA)*cp is 
an isomorphism. This is the so called Beck-Chevalley condition. Syntactic as well as 
semantic reasons for including the stability conditions in the above definition will be 
given later. 
Sometimes, we will mention some other variants of the above structure. For n- 
fibrations we add more and require that the base has all finite limits, that all the 
pullback functors preserve the ccc structure and that all of them have right adjoints 
which satisfy the Beck-Chevalley condition for all the pullback squares in the base. 
For V’--fibration we will require less - we do not require the existence of exponents 
in the fibers. Our “official” definitions are the following: 
Definition 3.2. For a fibration V : C --tB we say that: (a) An object TB over B is a 
stable terminal object if for every f : A + B and every tp E +$A there exists a unique 
0,~: cp ---f TB over f. (b) cpl A 432 2 cpi, i = 1,2 above 1,4 is a stable product if for 
any f: B-A in B and for any Mi:$+Cpi (i=1,2) over f there exists a unique 
(M~,&)~:$-+~P~A(Pz over f such that rcnr(Mi,M2)f.=M1. (c) I,-C~E%B is a stable 
exponent of 40 E G& by $ E %?s if there exists an arrow Ed,+ E 9Tc$ _ pp)A~,lB,q such that 
for every f :A-+B, (yf,i: f*$--+$,) f3~%?~ and RE%?o,,~.*,~,~ there exists a unique 
R# E %?o,f,$ such that R=~~,i(R#711,~f,~712)f. (d) An object IIf$ above B, a Cartesian 
arrow yf,n,+: f*I7f$-Ilf$ (above f : A-B) and an arrow E: f*IIf$ + II/ above 
1~ is a stable universal quantification of $ E VA along f if for every pullback diagram 
f h = gk : D + B (g : C -+ B, h : D -+ A, k : D + C) in the base the following holds: for 
every: 4 E %& Cartesian arrow yk,,$ :k*c$ -+ c$ and P E %?k’@,h,@ there exists a unique 
Pe E %&J,$ such that P = &(Peyk,$,) +. When we require “stability” only with respect 
to the trivial pullbacks (e.g. g = la, h = 1~ and f = k) we call such a quantification 
locuE. We will also use the special case when f is a projection rtg,A : B x A -+ B. Then 
“all the pullbacks” have much simpler form: the above h = g x 1~ and k = q-A : C x 
A --+ C. 
Definition 3.3. A fibration %Y : C + B is a V-fibration if B has finite products, 9? has 
stable ccc structure and every object is universally quantified along every projection in 
a stable way. 
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If all of the above structure is specified (including a cleavage) we call such a ‘d- 
fibration a cloven V-jibration. In the presence of AC every V-fibration allows such a 
choice. In the language of indexed categories it means that finite products in the base 
and ccc structures in the fibers are specified and that the right adjoint functors to the 
pullbacks along projections are given; it would not mean that the pullback functors 
preserve the specified structure “on the nose”. Let us add one more useful (and known 
[24, p. 691) characterization of stable terminal objects: 
Lemma 3.4. A cloven jibration (8: C + B has stable terminal objects iff there exists 
9 : B + C such that %‘9 = la and the restrictions of V give a natural isomorphism 
C(cp, 9(B)) % B(‘%‘((p),B) (this implies that 9 is a right adjoint to V). 
Here we give a Lambek-like definition of a cloven V-fibration in an “essentially equa- 
tional” way. Using the notation as in Definition 3.2 we can say that this is a cloven 
fibration which satisfies: N = O$,f, 7ri(Mi,M2)f =A4, for i= 1,2, (7ciM,~M)f =M, 
R=~~,~(R#711,~f,1~712jf., S=(~~,~(S~l,~f..~n2)f.)#, P=~,,.,,~(p~y,,,,~)+ and Q= 
(~n8.41dQhc.8,~~+~ (for every N E @$,~..TB? MEgf,qPI~q23 SE~~f,ti-~~ QE~~,,IT,, ,ti>. 
We omit indexing of # and ‘. 
The 2-subcategory of Fib which has as O-cells V-fibrations, as l-cells morphisms 
preserving the structure (V-morphisms) and as 2-cells pairs of natural isos we call 
VFib. Its 2-subcategory of cloven t’-fibrations, morphisms which preserve the chosen 
structure up to the natural isos and 2-cells as before we denote VFib,. Let us now 
continue with our examples. 
3.1. Locally Cartesian closed categories 
For a more detailed discussion of these categories the reader is referred to [30] and 
the references therein. Let A be a lccc, then the fimctor cod* : A’ -+ A is a IZ-fibration 
which supports the existential quantifier and equality. Also the converse is true and 
even more: if cod* : A’ + A is a V-fibration then A is a lccc. Here, we recall just 
few constructions which are used later. 
A Cartesian arrow Yf,V : f *cp + cp is a pullback of f and cp in A. A terminal ob- 
ject over B is 1~ : B+ B. It is easy to see that it is indeed a stable terminal object, 
O,,J : cp + 1~ is fq (its second component is f). Products: let cp, $ be “objects” over 
B (i.e. the arrows with B as a codomain). Their product over B is their pullback in A. 
It is easy to see that this product is preserved across the fibers. At this point we do 
not need to know exact constructions of the exponents and the quantifiers - let us just 
say that exponents can be obtained using the (generalized) universal quantifier IIf. 
Let us examine more closely a particular class of examples which fit in the above 
schema. Consider the topos of presheaves SetCoP (it is often abbreviated to (.?) on a 
small category C. Being a lccc d gives rise to a U-fibration co&: C?- + 6. This has 
not only the above-mentioned properties but its fibers are toposes (in particular they 
are presheaf toposes). Let FE e. Then the fiber over F is (isomorphic to) d/F. So, 
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it is a topos. But, we can do even better - by [2, Proposition 5.1 l] we have that this - 
is equivalent to C/F where C/F is the category of elements of F. For a morphism hh 
rl: F + G in the base, corresponding pullback fimctor (C/~I)* : C/G + C/F is defined as 
follows: (C/q)*(U)(x E F(C), C) = U(qc(x) E G(C), C); appropriately, for w : U + V 
we define (C/y)*(w)(x E F(C), C) = w(~~(~) E QC),C)). In particular, when F = C( -, C) 
(representable functor) we have C/F E C/C and C@ is the fiber over C(-, C). 
Therefore, the pullback functor over f - : C(-, C) -+ C( -,D) is given as follows: 
(f.-)*(U)(x:X+C)=U(J;Y) and for w:U+ I’ we have (f.-)*(w)(x:X+C)= 
W.fx . 
4. Yoneda theory and gluing 
In this section we give a variant of the Yoneda lemma for fibrations and similar 
to [28, 2.5, 161 we obtain some conservativity results. The statement which we call 
the Yoneda lemma for fibrations is an example of a Yoneda structure (in the stronger 
sense) on the 2-category of fibrations (base not fixed) as defined by Street and Walters 
[31] (“admissible arrows” in their terminology are pairs of “locally small functors”; a 
functor F : A + B is locally small if for every A E A and every B E B B(F(A),B) is a 
set). Another interesting point is that the Yoneda lemma “picks out” exactly the stable 
structure e.g. a diagram is mapped by Yoneda to a universal quantifier if and only if it 
is a stable universal quantifier. This gives a semantic reason for the stability conditions 
in the definition of a ‘v-fibration. 
As mentioned above, Cat’ is a 2-category whose homsets are categories which 
we denote [U,9]; %7,9 are arbitrary O-cells (that is functors). It is easy to see that 
this category has exponents. The exponent 9’ can be defined as the obvious “sec- 
ond projection” functor [V?, 9]+ [B, A] ([B, A] is the ordinary functor category and 
B = cod??,A = cod9). This construction was studied in [20, Propositions 3.3 and 3.61. 
We will use it in the special case when B is Y and in that case we will explicitly 
calculate all that is needed (recall that Y denotes the codomain fibration of sets as 
in the first example). Let %? :C -+ B. Then VP : Cop ---f B’P denotes the canonical func- 
tor induced by %? between the two opposite categories, one could say ‘9 itself”. The 
fibration 5@“’ ( w ic we abbreviate to @) is going to play the role of a presheaf h’ h 
topos. Recall, that (in accordance with the above definition of the exponent we have) 
@ : [VP, 91 + fi (which is basically just the second projection). We will show (by an 
easy indirect proof) that this is indeed a “nice” fibration. 
First notice that the following diagram: 
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is a pullback in Cat. The right vertical arrow is the fibration examined in the preceding 
section - it had all these nice properties. Then the left vertical arrow is obtained by the 
change of base, and therefore, it is as nice a fibration; also the above two horizontal 
arrows give a morphism of fibrations which preserve all the “nice” structure (see [9] 
and [20, Proposition 1.41). 
Let us now define the appropriate Yoneda morphism %V: %+@ to be the following 
commutative diagram on the left: 
Cop- Set ‘PI 
Here Ys is defined to be the ordinary Yoneda mnctor B H B(-,B). In order to define Yi 
let us see what a representable morphism 4 : W’ -+ Y induced by cp E C is. It is a pair 
of functors as in the above diagram on the right, where @, = %? :C(-, cp) -+ B(%(-), 
%T( cp)) and Go = B( -, %?( cp)). So, indeed cod@, = &,%?‘P. Also, for M : cp -+ J/ in C one 
can define the transformation Q : $ -+ 4 as As = G?(M). - and &-, = (M. -, V(M). -). 
We define Yi = A. Obviously @Y, = YOU holds. 
One can easily prove Yoneda lemma. We will use its first form only: 
Lemma 4.1. (a) The morphism (Yl, Y,) : %? + & is full and faithful (that is both 
functors are full and faithful). (b) For every F = (Fl, Fo) : %F’ + Y it holds that 
2-cells(@,F) % dom(Fl(cp)) (and it is natural in both variables). 
Proof. We prove only the first part, the proof of the second part resembles the standard 
case. (a) Of course, Ya is full and faithful. To show that Yi is full and faithful we 
construct the following commutative diagram: 
where Z,(C)=%‘:C(--,C)+B(GY(-),%T(C)), and for f :C+D we define Z,(f)= 
(f’, f”) where f’ = f. - and f” = %7(f). --; ZO = %?* Yo. To see whether the horizontal 
arrows are full and faithful we use the following fact which is easy to prove. 
Lemma 4.2. In the above diagram Z1 is full and faithful and for that it is enough to 
use the fact that every fibration is a full functor. On the other hand, ZO is not full 
and faithful in general but it is tf, for example, % is surjective on objects. 
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The pullback of the above diagram (in Cat) along %‘* is our Yoneda morphism (use 
Za = %?*Ya). Therefore by [9, Proposition 4. l] Yr is full and faithful. Of course, Yo is 
full and faithful and it proves the first part of our Yoneda lemma. 
It is interesting to see what this Yoneda lemma means for indexed categories. For 
that, we first pull back @ along Yo and we obtain another fibration 9: D+ B. Our 
Yoneda diagram induces then a morphism of fibrations W :%T-+S?. Let B EB. Then 
%?a (the fiber above B) is embedded via %> in 2~ which is the presheaf topos for 
the category of the elements of functor B(%‘(-), B). That is 62a = S&‘B(w(-),B)*F and 
?$$B : %?B -+ 2~ is defined as follows: for an object cp E %‘B %$,((p) : (I/I, f : V(t,b) -+ B) H 
%?ti~.~, if M is an arrow between two elements then %$~(cp)(M) = - .M. Now, one 
defines ?&5 on arrows as %G(N)=N . -. 
Proposition 4.3. (a) The Yoneda functor 03 is a morphism of fibrations (it preserves 
Cartesian arrows). (b) The Yoneda functor ?V is a morphism of Il-jbrations (actually, 
it preserves a/I the existing Il-structure, so it is a V-morphism in case that %? is just 
a V-jibration). 
Proof. Again we will first show that d satisfies these properties, and then we will 
“change the base” and show that 0g is as good. 
(a) Let ~f,~ : f *cp -+ q be a Cartesian arrow over f : A + B (with the codomain cp) in 
V. We want to show that Zi(~f,~) is a Cartesian arrow over Za( f) with the codomain 
Zi(cp) in code. Recall that Zi(~f,~) is the left part of the diagram below: 
C(-,f*cp) v B(F(-), A) U, 11 p UC, 
;!fN- 
I I 
f.- VI 
I I 
41 
C(-, (P) iv. WV(-), B) CLCP) $@ - B(v(-), B) 
and that Z,(f)=f--:B(%Y-),A)-+B(V(-),B). Let ,u~lo:Uo-)B(%?(-),A)~c and 
let the above diagram on the right be an arrow in c+ over (f -)po (that is 
yla = (f -)po). We want to show that there exists unique ~1 : U, + C(-, f *cp) such 
that ~=(~i,~~):u--tV (i.e. %‘?PI =~ou) and n=Z~(yf,~)p (i.e. ~11 =(yf,,,.--)p~). Take 
Ic, E C an object over DE A and x E Ui($). The first condition says that ,~i$(x) : $--f 
f *cp is over ~a~(z+(x)) :D + A and the second condition says that ~f..~p~$(x) = yli(x) : 
*+v. 
The arrow ,u~$(x) :$ + f *cp then exists and it is unique such by the cartesian prop- 
erty of ~f,~ (since r~i$(x) is indeed over fpo$(ui(x))). The only remaining thing is to 
show that ,UI : Ui + C( -, f * cp) is natural. Take (M : 4 + $) E C, we have to check that 
for every x E Ul(rl/) holds piti( = ,uI&( Ui (M)(x)). First of all, they are both over the 
same arrow: g(Mx)M) = ~0dqAx))WO = ~011/(~0(W(qb)) = PO~(~(~I(W(X)) 
= ‘WPI~(W(W(X))). Also ~f.,~~~llr(x)M=~l~(U~(M)(x)) (because Y~,~PI&)=~&) 
and ~1 is natural). So, by the definition of p~b(Ul(M)(x)) we have the required 
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equation, so 5Y is a morphism of fibrations. To show that g is a morphism of fi- 
brations “change the base” and use [9, Corollary 6.91. 
(b) Preservation of a stable terminal object: let Ts be a terminal object over B. We 
want to show that zi(T~) is a terminal object over Zo(B). By the definition of Zi 
Z~(TB) =qtc(-,T~) : cc-, TB) -+ B(W(-), B) and Zo(B) = B(%Y(-), B). By Lemma 3.4 
0: B(W(-),B) + C(-, TB) exists (as an inverse to V_,B. A pullback of lc(-,TB) along 
G is zi(T~) and since lc(_,T,,) was a terminal object (see the story on lccc) Z,(TB) is 
one as well. 
Once the fibration has stable terminal objects we can simplify the situation using 
Lemma 3.4. First we define a morphism of fibrations X=(X,,&): G5+ code as fol- 
lows: Xl(P) = v+o, lq,p, . -) : C(-, cp) + C(-, TV(~)). Let A4 : II/ + cp be an arrow above 
f : A + B. Define Xi(M) = (X,‘(M),Xi(M)“) = (M -, OTT,, . -). It is easy to see 
that Xi is well defined. We define & = ycT_. This morphism is naturally isomor- 
phic to b. Indeed, define za :X0 -+Za and zi :X1 -+ Zi as follows: lo(B) = GI?_,B and 
zr(cp) = (1, K,~;(V~). By Lemma 3.4 we know that (II, 10) induces an isomorphism be- 
tween X and 3. Therefore, X and d share all the relevant properties. Let us now 
continue to work with X. 
It is not difficult to show that X preserves stable binary products (and as a matter 
of fact, all the existing stable limits). 
Preservation of exponents. Although in lccc exponents are definable in terms of uni- 
versal quantifiers here it is not the case. So, we have to prove directly that exponents are 
preserved. Assume 4, E : C#I A $ -+ cp is a stable exponent of cp by $ and all of them are 
above B. It is enough to show that 0 ~~-:C(-,#)+C(--,Tg)and~~-:O~~~~--+0~~ 
- is a “local” exponent in the fiber above C(-, TB) of 0,. - : C( -, cp) + C( -, TB) by 
O$. - : C(-,$)+C(-,TB). Let a:S -C(-,Ts) and let p:SAC(-,$)-+C(-,cp) 
above C(-, TB). We want to show that there exists unique q : S -+ C(-, 4) above 
C(-, Ts) such that p = (E . -)(y~p,, ~2). Take an arbitrary c1 above A and s E S(a) and 
let o,(s)=g:A+B then ,~~,,~*$(S(n)(s),4:a A g*+-++):cc A g*t,+cp is above g. 
Since 6, is a stable exponent of cp by Ic, this arrow induces an arrow E + t$ above g. 
This gives the definition of y,(s). The rest of the proof is left to the reader. 
Let the diagram below, left be a stable universal quantifier of $ along f : A -+ B. 
We want to show that (up to a slight simplification) the above diagram on the right 
is a stable universal quantifier of C(-, f*II,$) along Of - : C( -, TA) + C( -, Ts) in 
code and in addition that ( >’ is preserved. For that is enough to show that this is a 
locally universal quantifier (see Definition 3.2(d)) since all of them are stable in code 
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and since 3 is a morphism of fibrations. Let 
co,4*. I I u 
C(-J,)y CC->T,) f 
be a Cartesian arrow over 0, . - : C( -, TA ) + C(-,TB), that is a pullback in C. Let 
rc:(Of.-)a+(O~.-) be an arrow in C’ above C( -, TA) or in a simplified form it 
is given by the diagram below, on the left: 
<Of --Y 
d r J”’ 
CLT,) CC-,T,) 
We want to show that there exists unique natural transformation, as in the above 
diagram on the right, such that (E . -)(#r)+ = 71 (in addition to the commutativ- 
ity of the diagram). These conditions imply that ne must satisfy the following: for 
every 4 E Vc-, every g : C -+ B and every x E S;‘(g) rcs(x) = (nk*&))‘; here h : D +A, 
k:D+C, f :A-+B, g:C+B is a pullback in the base and YE(O~.-)*&$ is the 
(unique) element determined by the pair Ok*$,h : k*+ 4 TA and S(yk,$)(~) E Sk+$. Of 
course, the first thing is to show that 7$,(x) is well defined, i.e. that for any other 
pullback f ,g, k’,h’ and any choice of Cartesian arrow over k’ we obtain the same 
value. This and the rest of the proof is an interesting and a straightforward diagram 
chase. 0 
Here we could state a couple of conservativity results. From a proof theoretic per- 
spective our first corollary says that we can add the rest of logical connectives (and 
even equality) to our fragment and yet no “old” and different proofs will become equal. 
Corollary 4.4. Let V: C + B be a V-jibration. Let 9: V -+ Z(V) be its “free exten- 
sion” to a Heyting jibration (=jibrational equivalent of a hyperdoctrine [20]). Then 
9 is a faithful morphism of V-jibrations. 
Proof. @ is a Heyting fibration [20, p. 3451 and therefore, there exists a morphism of 
Heyting fibrations A?(%‘) + @ which extends 57. q 
While the previous result talked about faithfulness our second corollary talks about 
fullness. The idea of the proof comes from [16], the basic construction in the argument 
is so-called gluing. There are, by now, several expositions and applications of his idea 
(cf. [6]) concerning categories. We give the first application of his idea to fibrations. 
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From the proof theoretic perspective we show that the universal quantifier does not 
bring essentially new proofs of the formulas in (T, A, +)-fragment of the intuitionistic 
logic. Basically the same proof would give analogous result for the addition of the 
implication (free V-completion of a V-fibration). Although the results of this kind 
are simple consequences of normalization of proofs the proof here holds also in the 
case where the syntactic methods are not as readily available, e.g. in case of a free 
U-completion of a V-fibration. In the categorical terminology we have: 
Corollary 4.5. Let V : C + B be a ccc-Jibrations (i.e. it is a fibration with stable ccc- 
structure and the base has finite products). Let I : %? -+ V be its free V-completion. 
Then, I is full morphism of fibrations. (The faithfulness of I is an immediate conse- 
quence of Yoneda. ) 
Proof. We start with an easy to prove lemma which is somewhat loosely stated but 
which indicates the strategy of the proof as well as possibility of applying it to some 
other situations. 
Lemma 4.6. Let % be a jibration with some structure and let I : %? -+ %* be its free 
completion to a richer structure. Suppose also that there exists a faithful structure 
preserving morphism between the richer jibrations G: %Y* -+ 9 such that GI is full, 
Then I is full as well. 
Lemma 4.7. Let d and 2? be two V-jibrations and let %? have stable pullbacks. Let 
K : d + B be a morphism of fibrations which preserves finite products (in the base 
as well as jiberwise). Then the comma jibration 1glK is a ‘d-fibration. Moreover, the 
canonical map 7~2 : l.glK 4~2 is a morphism of V-jibrations. 
Proof. Let us first give the canonical construction of ls]K. It is obtained by performing 
the two comma constructions one on the level of bases and the other on the top level 
(e.g. the objects in the new base are triplets (B E Ob(Bo),A E Ob(Aa), (f : B + Ko(A)) E 
Ar(Bo), an arrow in the new base between (B,A, f) and (B’,A’, f’) are couples of 
arrows (b: B -+ B’,a: A +A’) such that Ko(a)f = f’b). The functor l,a]K is also the 
obvious one. It is easy to show that 1glK is a fibration: let (b,a) be as above and 
let (y,XN: Y --+Kl(X)) be an object above (B’,A’,f’); then Y(~,~),(Y,x,N) = (Yb,Y,Yn,X) 
and its domain is (b* Y, a*X, (Nyb, r )+). 
Finite products in the base as well as finite products in the fibers are constructed 
pointwise, it is also easy to see that they are stable. Construction of the stable expo- 
nents in the fibers is a straightforward generalization of the standard one [6, Lemma 
4.10.31. 
Finally we have to construct universal quantifiers. This is perhaps the most difficult 
place in the proof. For the purpose of our particular corollary it would be enough to 
give the construction of a universal quantifier along projections. We present the more 
general construction, assuming however that our fibrations were fl-fibrations (see the 
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description before Definition 3.2), the reader can notice that our construction gives 
“ordinary” universal quantifiers in case of V-fibrations. 
We start with an arrow (&a) in the base as above and with an object (cp, $,M) 
above (B,A,f). Then ZZC~,~)((P,IC/,M) is defined to be (E,ZZ,$, 0 where E and 5 are 
constructed as follows. First construct the following diagram above f' : B’ -+ Ko(A’) 
where Kl(~)e is induced by K~(~):Kl(a*&t,b- KI($) (an arrow above Ko(A)) since 
~~(a*&$) ~Ko(a)*Kl(Ii’,$). Notice also that there is a canonical map 
k = ((EK~(~),K,(I~~)Y~,K~(~)*~IK~,“~K,(~) )+)e : f’*Uhoc,,Kd$)) + &f *Kl(rl/). 
Next, we construct the following pullback above B’: 
Finally we define 4 = yfr,K,(n‘,y)q: E + Kl(IZ,t,b). 
We define E(~,~),(~,+,M) : (b, ~~)*&,,~)(cp, $,M) + (cp, Il/,M) to be the following pair 
of arrows: (~,&ry~,~)+ : b*E + cp, KI(E,,+) : Kl(a*L’,lC/) --) Kl($)). First, one has to 
check that this is indeed an arrow between described objects and above (B,A, f ). This 
and the rest of Definition 3.2(d) is a challenging diagram chase. 0 
We are now ready for the proof of our corollary. First notice that I’CVv- : V* -+ @? 
satisfies the conditions of the above lemma in place of the morphism K. Therefore, the 
comma l+lZ*Yw- is a V-fibration (we will denote it just by 9). Let us now construct 
the following morphism of ccc-fibrations: F : W + 9; its base and total components are 
defined the same way, we give only the base part: Fe(B) = (Bo(-,B),Zo(B),res(lo)) 
where res(Zo):Bo(-,B)--+B,*(Zo(-),Zo(B)) is the restriction of lo. It is easy to show 
that F is a full morphism of ccc-fibrations. But the comma fibration is in addition 
V-fibration therefore, by the universal property of %* there exists a unique (up to 
isomorphism) ‘v’-morphism G : CT?* + 9 such that F = GI. The only thing which remains 
to be proved is that G is faithful. For that, it is enough to show that rc2G = 1~~ and 
this follows from n2GI = I, universality of %‘* and the fact that QF = I. 0 
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5. Syntax 
In this section we describe the syntactic side of V-fibrations. It turned out that this 
is a known typed calculus - the one which describes proof theory of the universal 
fragment of intuitionistic logic. This “two-sided” view of V-fibrations can be used to 
show certain properties of V-fibrations and also to provide semantics for the typed 
calculus. Some details in the following presentation are omitted - they can be added 
using e.g. [26]. A word on notation: f(g/x) denotes the substitution of g instead of all 
the free occurrences of x in f(x) but first taking care of “clashes” of variables - so 
we work under a-congruence. Also, u = v means that the two symbols are equal as 
strings (again, up to the names of bound variable, i.e. up to the cr-congruence). 
Definition 5.1 (7”ped 2b’-cakulus). A typed H-calculus is a formal system which 
consists of eight classes: Sorts, Functions, Equations among functions, Pretypes, Equa- 
tions among pretypes, Types, Terms and Equations among terms. They have to satisfy 
the following conditions: 
Sorts are just a (possibly empty) set, we denote them A,B.. . . Sorted variables 
are denoted .x!, ya . . . and Ci denote contexts - finite sequences of sorted variables. 
For every sequence of sorts AI , . . . ,A,, B we have a set of basic functions (denoted 
BFun(Al,..., A,; B). Functions are obtained from sorted variables and basic functions 
in a usual way. They will always have a form C > f : B where all the variables from 
the function are in C. We also allow “empty” symbol C > to be a function. For every 
context C and sort B we have a set of basic equations among functions (denoted 
BEq(C,B)). All the other equations (in context) are obtained in a usual way from the 
basic ones. They will always have a form C > fl = f2 : B where C > fi : B are well 
formed functions. 
To every finite sequence A’ of sorts we assign a set of basic pretypes denoted 
BPrtyp(d). Then pretypes are formed in the expected way as formulas in {T, A, + , 
V}-fragment from the basic pretypes and functions. They always have the form Z D cp 
where the free variables from cp are contained in the context C. Let us just mention 
the rule: if Z,,X! D cp then CD ‘d.x!cp. For a given C the set of all expressions obtained 
as above we denote as Putyp(C). 
Equations among pretypes are a(n indexed by contexts) congruence (with respect 
to A, -) relation obtained using in addition the following rules: 
(Sub) 
cp E BPrtyp(A I ,..., A,) C>fi=gi:Ai i=l,..., n 
cDcP(fi,...,f,)=cp(gl,...,g,) 
cd') 
c,ti DCp=$b 
~Dk‘$=k@$ 
Classes of equal pretypes are called types. The ones of sort C are denoted Typ(C). 
We often use the representatives of the classes (i.e. pretypes) when we actually mean 
types. 
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To every type C D 4 we assign a countable set of typed variables denoted XiZDd 
or just either Xi’ or Xi : 4 when it is clear or not important what C is. For such an 
Xi we often use such sloppy expressions as “the type of Xi is 4” and “its sort is c”. 
Then the terms will be expressions of the form C D (Xt’, . . . ,X,f” k M : 40) where 
(C D &) are types. Let r, A denote finite sequences of typed variables of the same 
sort; we call such a sequence, together with its sorting, a hypothesis. To every type 
C D Q, we assign a set of basic constants which we denote BCz(4). Then, in addition 
to the standard rules for forming the terms i.e. if C E BCrn(c#~) then C D (I- C : cp), if 
XZD4Er then cD(rkx:c/)), CD(T~ (hf’p,i@):cpA$), C~(rt-@.M~:1C/--+cp), 
c D (r k 7’cj(MqIAq2 ) : vi), C D (r t- Mq + +IP : I(/), we also use 
(TU W) 
&.x/D(rkM:cp) 
CD(TF *:T) cD(r t- /Ixlbf:k!tiCp) 
CD(TI-N:V#C~) C>f:A 
CD (r t- N‘f : &f/2)) 
We assume that a rule can be applied provided that “it makes sense” (e.g. everything 
remains well typed) in particular (VI) can be applied provided that for every X$ E r 
C D $. Also, we take care of possible “clashes” of variables when applying the rule 
(YE). At this point we want to emphasize an obvious but important fact: if /IxA.M is 
a well formed term (i.e. obtained as above) then the sorted variable .t! is not free in 
any of the free typed variables in M; with some renaming of bound variables we can 
even achieve: if C D (r E /Lx.M : cp) then x $! C. 
The following expressions are equations among terms 
where everything is well-formed e.g. CD (r k N : $i A $2), C > f : A, etc. The usual 
care about clashes of variables has been done for (p) and (B). 
Furthermore, for every C, r sorted by C and cp E Typ(C) we have a (possibly empty) 
set of additional equations among terms BEqTz(T, cp) C Ter,(T, cp) x Terz(T, cp). In 
addition to the standard rules for equality of terms in a A-calculus we also use: 
(Vi3 
c,ti Dh!f=rN 
@‘Sub’) 
C> f =g:A ~DN~~~‘~=~@++ 
z D /Ix.kf =r Ax.N z D N’ f =r M’g 
(Notice that for the rule (‘d&b’) to make sense we need that cp(f /I) = cp(g/x) but 
this is assured by the equality of pretypes. Also, the correctness of (V<) is jus- 
tified as for the rule (VZ).) The quadruple dip = (Sorts, BFun,BPrtyp, BC) we call 
a language of a 3,V-calculus. All the “added” equations (i.e. U {BEq(C, B)jZ, B} U 
u w9w, 4m c cp)) we call axioms; a language and a set of axioms make a 
N-theory. 
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One can show, by induction on the complexity of derivation that in the case with 
no basic equations, the equality of functions is trivial: 
Lemma 5.2. In a free Ikf-calculus E > f = g ifs f E g. 
The following lemma, which basically says that the equality of pretypes is “un- 
der control”, can be proved by induction on the complexity of the proof (that is the 
derivation of the equation). 
Lemma 5.3. (a) Zf ,YY D T = $ then T E I). (b) Zf C D cpl A (p2 = t,b then there are 
$1, $2 E Prtyp(z) such that $ E $1 A $2 and C D (pi = t+bi (i = 1,2). (c) Zf C D 
cp1 + ~2 = $ then there are $1, $2 E Prtyp(C) such that I/I E $1 - $2 and C D Cpi = Ii/i 
(i= 1,2). (d) IfcDvtiql =$ then there is $1 E Prtyp(C,# ) such that @ E Kc”$~ 
and Cr>qq =$I. 
Proposition 5.4. For every V-theory T in which equality of functions is decidable 
(e.g. the free ones) the equality of pretypes is decidable. In particular, in the free 
case if c D cp = Ic/ then cp = $. 
Proof. By the above lemma it is enough to decide equality of atomic formulas and 
they are equal iff the relational symbol is the same and the corresponding functions 
are equal. In the free case the equality of functions is trivial by Lemma 5.2. 0 
It is well known that with empty sorts it may happen that a proof of a closed 
formula requires a free variable, see [3]. The following lemma (which is easily proved 
by induction on the construction) says that as far as the construction of terms (as well 
as pretypes and functions) goes, we actually could limit ourselves to the occurring 
variables as contexts and hypothesis: 
Lemma 5.5. Let FSV and FTV denote free sorted, respectively typed, variables. (a) 
rfC > f: C then FSV(f) > f: C, (b) ZfC~cp then FSV(cp)~cp, (c) UZD(~ k M: cp) 
then FSV(A4) D (FTV(M) k M : cp). 
The reason that we do want more in a context (or among hypothesis) are equations. 
Assume that we have just two sorts A and C, two constants c,d : C and a function 
A > f : C. Assume also that our theory has just two axioms c = f(x) and f(x) = d. In 
such a theory we could prove c =d and yet it would not hold even for Sets when A 
is interpreted as an empty set and C as a two-element set. With our bookkeeping we 
can prove only c =X d. A similar example can be manufactured for typed variables. 
The following section is intended to explain that in the free case (i.e. no additional 
equations) something like that can be avoided and as a corollary, we will come closer 
to our representation theorem for the free V-fibrations. 
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6. Normalization procedure 
Let us first mention that provability is undecidable in our fragment. One can prove 
this using Kolmogorov’s translation of classical into minimal logic [ 151. 2 However, 
the equality between terms is decidable. We show that by proving that there is a system 
of conversions which is strongly normalizing and confluent and yet sufficient for the 
theory. Actually, what we are really after is the above-mentioned possibility of getting 
rid of unnecessary context - this is proved using just confluence. First we introduce 
the notion of a pseudo-term: for a term C D (r F M : cp), A4 : cp is called its pseudo 
part. 
Our set of conversions is tailored after Mints/Prawitz conversions [22, 271. They 
use /?-like reductions and q-like expansions. To make them normalizing the expansions 
have certain restrictions. To explain easier the restrictions we need the notion of a 
“term with a hole” (better known as “context” but we have already spent the word). 
The shortest way to explain a term with a hole is to say that this is a pseudo-term 
with exactly one occurrence of a free variable (sorted or typed); usually we denote this 
as C[Z]. When we plug in another term M (or function) instead of the variable we 
do not prevent clashes of variables, this we denote by C[M]. This notion is carefully 
defined in, e.g. [3]. Here, conversions are given on the set of pseudo-terms (rather than 
terms). 
C[MvX”p] 11, C[&(M’$)] ,x! @FSV(M) provided neither M E ny.N 
nor C[M] = D[(M’f)] 
provided neither A4 E 2Y.N 
nor C[A4] G D[(MN)] 
provided neither M E (Nr , N2) 
nor C[M] E D[rri(M)] 
ifMT+* 
CK~W’fl-5 CMf/~ >I 
C[(M.M)N] 1 C[M(N/X)] 
c[7k((M,~2))1~ Cbwl i = 1,2. 
When applying B and /3 we take care that no binder from M binds a free variable 
from f and N respectively. We do not give any conversions on functions and pretypes 
since, as remarked earlier, their equality in the free case is trivial. Here we introduce 
two additional pieces of notation: +* denotes reflexive and transitive closure of the 
relation ---) and N denotes the smallest equivalence relation generated by +. Then we 
2 I thank Kosta DoSen for telling me about that. 
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first have the following lemma which can be easily proved by induction on the number 
of conversions: 
Lemma 6.1. For every two pseudo-terms M : cp and N : II/ ifM --P N then FSV(N) g 
FSV(M), FTV(N) C_ FTV(M), cp = $ and FSV(M) D M =,c~J(M~ N. The same holds 
ifM -+* N. 
Proposition 6.2. For every two terms: if C D A4 =r N then M - N. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of the derivation of the equalities. 0 
The converse of the above proposition (and even more) holds but for its proof we 
need to show first Church-Roser property for the above system. Still, this is a natural 
place to state the result: 
Proposition 6.3. (a) If M N N then there exist a pseudo-term S such that M -+* S 
and N +* S. (b) If A4 N N then FSV(M,N) DM =FTQM,N) N, (c) Zf .ZDM =r N 
then FSV(M, N) D M =,CTV(M,N) N. 
Proof. (a) This is an immediate corollary of Theorem 6.5. (b) From (a) it follows 
that there exists a pseudo-term S such that M -+* S and N +* S. Now, use the 
above lemma and the transitivity of the equality. (c) This follows from the previous 
proposition and just proved part (b). 0 
We will reduce the questions of strong normalization and conjuence of the above 
system to the same questions for the system without universal quantifiers, i.e. to typed 
A-calculus with surjective pairing and terminal object and this system satisfies the 
properties [ 1, 7, 131. This is done by a translation similar to the one in [ 10, 51. 
Since in the case of a free theory equality of types is trivial (see Proposition 5.4) we 
can, in this case, identify pretypes and types. Now we define a language 2” of a (free) 
I-calculus as follows: its basic types are sorts and basic types of 9; its basic terms 
(constants) are all the basic terms from 2’ and in addition 9’ has basic constants 
corresponding to the basic functions from 2 i.e. if f E BFun(A1,. . . ,A,; B) in 2’ then 
cy:At --+ (AZ...@, + B). . .) is a basic constant in 2”. 
Let us now define a translation r : 9 + 9” inductively on the complexity of expres- 
sions: r restricted to Sort is identity. t(cp( f,, . . . , fn)) = cp for a basic type. I = T, 
~(~~~A(P~)=~((PI)XZ((P~),~((P~~(P~)=Z((P~)~(’PI)~~~~(~~(P)=T((~)A.Z(C:A)=C:A 
where c is a basic constant or a sorted variable, z(f (gl )...) gn):A)=(...(CfT(g,))... 
T(gn)): A where f is a basic function, r(c: cp) =c: r(cp) where c is basic term or 
a typed variable. r(iu’.M)= k8 .T(M), T(M’f) = z(M)z(f ), t(q(M)) = n,(z(M)), 
7( (M, N) ) = (T(M), z(N)), z( ilX$ .M) = LX’($). z(M), z(MN) = z(M)z(N). 
First we can notice that a term is of a restricted kind (ny .N, jlY.N, (Nt, N2) or *) if 
and only if its translation is (restricted kinds in the given i-calculus are ;IY.N, (Nt , N2) 
and *). Also, a term M is in a restricted context (D[M’f], D[MN] or D[ni(M)]) if 
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and only if its translation is (the restricted positions in our i-calculus are D[MN] and 
D[%(“)l 1. 
Lemma 6.4. (a) For every M, N, f with the appropriate typing z(M(N/X@)) E 
z(M)(r(N)/XT@)) and r(M( f/x”‘)) E z(M)(z(f )/x”). (b) If M and N have the 
same type and z(M)-z(N) then MEN. (c) If M --+ N is a one-step A’d-reduction 
then T(M) -T(N) is a one-step A-reduction. (d) Zf T(M) +s is a one-step reduction 
in A-calculus then there exists M + S a one-step reduction in AV-calculus so that 
z(S) = s. 
Proof. This is proved by (a) induction on the complexity of M, (b) induction on 
the complexity of z(M), (c) a straightforward checking of all the cases and (d) by 
induction on the complexity of M examining all the cases. 17 
The theorem below gives, among other things, procedure for deciding whether two 
terms are equal. Also, it completes the proof of Proposition 6.3. 
Theorem 6.5. The above reductions for lY-calculus are strongly normalizing and con- 
jluent. 
Proof. Strong normalization follows from the fact that by Lemma 6.4.(c) every chain 
of V-reductions translates in equally long chain of i-reductions and each one of these 
must be finite. To prove the confluence we again use the previous lemmas. Suppose 
M reduces to PI and M reduces to P2. We need to show that there exists Q such that 
PI and Pz reduce to it (possibly in many steps). By part (c) of the previous lemma 
we have that z(M) reduces to r(e) (i = 1,2) in the A-calculus. Since this calculus is 
confluent there exists a term s such that r(q) reduce to it. By part (d) of the previous 
lemma there exist Si such that fi reduce to Si and $5’1) = s 3 r(&). Also, by part (b) 
of the above lemma it follows that Si E & since the types of Si and Sz are equal- 
the reductions do not change types (Lemma 6.1). 0 
7. Models 
In this section we relate the above concepts of V-fibrations and iv-calculus. The main 
ingredient for such a relation is a construction of a term model for the calculus which 
will turn out to be the “right” fibration. Of course, this is not an accident, the two 
definitions were chosen in order for such a proposition to hold. In particular, this gives 
another reason for the stability conditions in the definition of V-fibrations: substitution 
“goes through” connectives, therefore the connectives have to be stable with respect to 
the pullback fimctors. It is interesting, however, that both definitions occur for some 
other reasons as well. From the syntactic point of view, these connectives have well- 
behaved natural deduction rules and from the semantic side, they are certain right 
adjoints (and also preserved by Yoneda). 
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Definition 7.1. An interpretation I of a ,W-language L in a cloven ‘d-fibration %? : C + 
B is the following sixtuple of functions: Is : Sorts + Oh(B), Ic : Contexts --f O&B), 
Z, : Fwzctions --+ h(B), IT: Pretypes + Oh(C), IH : Hypothesis+ Oh(C) and Ir : Terms 
--f Ar(C). They have to satisfy the following conditions: 
Zc(.z?‘, . . . ,x”n ) is the product of Is{,41 ), . _ . ,Is(&) in B denoted Za); Z,(0) is the 
terminal object in B denoted 1. For every f E BFun(~;B) IF(f) is an arrow Zs<A) + 
Zs(B). ZF(C > ) = or&): Zc(Q + 1 (the unique arrow); ZF(C >x:A)=~:ZC(C)+Z~(A) 
(the appropriate projection). For every f E BFun(a,B) ZF(C > f (91,. . , gn) : B) = 
Hf)(b(~ > g1:A1),..., I,T(C > gn:A,)) where (ZF(C > gi :A~),...,ZF(C > gn:A,)) 
is the unique arrow induced by the universal property of Ia). 
For every cp E BPrtyp(2) I,(q) is an object over Zs<A). For every rp E BPrtyp(d) 
z,(cDCp(fi,...,f,))=(IF(c >fi :Al),..., Z,C(C > fn :A,))*Z,(cp) this is the domain of 
the Cartesian arrow from the cleavage. I, of c D T, C D $1 A $2, C D $1 -+ $1 is the 
terminal object, product, exponent respectively in the fiber above Zc(C). 
Z&E D V#cp) = IZ,l,(C,~ D cp) that is this is the specified object of universal quan- 
tification of Z,(C,p D cp) along the projection Zc(c,p) + Zc-(z). Here we pick an 
ti $!!c. 
I&&Y;p’ ,..., Xl) is the product in ce(,(_~) of I,(cDcp~) ,..., I,(cDcp,). IH(C;@) = 
TkW 
For every C E BCz($) IT(C D ( k C : II/)): TIN + Zr(C D II/). 
The “propositional terms” and variables are interpreted in the expected way using 
the ccc-structure of the fibers. 
Zr(C D (r b Ax? .A4 : bh!cp)) = (ZT(C,~ D (r k M : cp))>“, that is this is the unique 
arrow ZH(C, Z) -+ ZZ,Z,(C,# D cp) over Zc(C) determined by Zr(C,p D (r F M : cp)) : 
Z#(C,_@;r) + Z,(C,.z! D cp) and the “trivial” pullback r~lZ~(r,~~) = Liz where rr is 
the projection Zc(C,ti) -+ Zc(C) (see Definition 3.2(d)). Here we have picked ti #C. 
r,(cD(r~N'f:~(f/XA)))=(&5~Y(1,(F(Z.>.1.:A)),n-n,l,(~,riD~p))flT(CD(r t N:'j~+v), 
were n is the projection Zc(C,Y’) -+ Zc(C) and (l,ZF(C > f:A)):Zc(C)+IC(C,x“) 
is the unique arrow induced by the fact that Zc(C,#) is a product of Zc(.C) and 
Is(A). 
A model of a L’d-theory T is an interpretation such that all equations from T are 
preserved. 
Notice, first of all, that an interpretation is a function (from the disjoint union of six 
sets into the disjoint union of four sets), therefore every syntactic entity is interpreted 
exactly once. In particular there is no dilemma how to interpret cp(f(g)) when cp 
is a basic type: it is interpreted as Z(f(g))*Z(cp) and not as Z(g)*(Z(f)*Z(cp)). This 
is the reason that we do not have to assume that the fibration is split. The above 
definition of interpretation is tailored for cloven V-fibrations, however, in the presence 
of AC we can interpret in an arbitrary V-fibration provided that we chose a V-structure 
in advance. Various choices of V-structure on the same V-fibration do not essentially 
change interpretation. 
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The following property of interpretation can be proved by induction on complexity 
of: (a) functions, (b) pretypes, (c), (d) and (e) terms. 
Lemma 7.2. Let Cl G & and let I be an interpretation. Let also n : Ic(&) + Ic(C,) 
be the appropriate projection. Then the following holds: (a) If Cl > f : B is a function 
then I(C1 > f : B)z = I(& > f : B). (b) If Cl DqO is a pretype then there is a Cartesian 
arrow I(& D p) + I(21 D cp) above z. (c) If Cl D (r t M: cp) is a term then there 
are Cartesian arrows yrp :I(& D cp) +Z(Cl r>cp) and yr:Z(Cz;T)-+l(C~;r) above 7c 
such that yVZ(& D (r t M : cp))=Z(Zl D (r t A4: cp))yr. (d) Zf in addition to the 
above we have another sequence of hypothesis r’ whose all free sorted variables are 
from .X1 and which contains r then Z(C, D(T’ t M: p))=Z(Z, D(r t M: cp))p where 
p :Z(C,; r’) -+ Z(C,; r) is the appropriate projection in the jiber over Z(C1). (e) Zf 
everything is as above except that the sorted variables from r’ are not restricted to 
C, but they are from C2 then yVpl(Cz D (r’ t A4 : cp)) =Z(C1 D (r t M : (P))Y~P where 
y’s are appropriate Cartesian arrows above 7~ and p is the appropriate projection 
above I( z2). 
The following proposition can be proved by induction on the complexity of proofs. 
Proposition 7.3 (Soundness). Let T be a iv-theory and let M be a modet of T in 
a cloven V-jibration. Then: If ,X > f = g : A is derivable from T then M(C > f : A) = 
M(C > g:A). Zf cDCp=I+b is derivablefrom T then M(CDC~)=M(CDI+~). Zf CDP =r 
Q : II/ is derivable from T then M(C D (r t P : II/)) =M(C D (r t Q : $)). 
Definition 7.4. To every cloven V-fibration %? :C + B we can associate a i,V-language 
LW (internal language) as follows. The objects of B become the sorts. For every se- 
quence of sorts d, B BFun(d; B) = B(P, B) where P is the chosen product of A’. At 
this point we can build all the functions in the language and interpret them induc- 
tively. For every A’ BPrtyp(P) is the set of objects in the fiber above P. Now we can 
build all the other types and interpret them inductively. For every type 4’). . ,x$ D II/ 
BCI:,,.,.,x:.(~)=u~(l,I(ljl)) h w ere P is as above and Z($) is the above-mentioned in- 
terpretation of the type CD+. Again, all the other terms can be interpreted inductively. 
Any interpretation Z as indicated above is called standard interpretation of Lw in %‘. 
To define internal theory Tq associated to the above fibration %? we just define sets of 
basic equations as follows: (C > f = g : B) E BEq(C, B) iff Z(C > f : B) = Z(C > g : B); 
CDM’P=j-N’PEBEqTz(r,cp) iff ~(zD(rthf:cp))=~(~D(rt~N:)). 
Proposition 7.5 (Completeness). For a given V-theory T there exists a cloven V-jib- 
ration VT and a canonical model M : T + %?T such that M(C > f : B) =M(C > g : B) 
only$Tt-f =L.g,bf(~Dcp)=hf(~D~)onlyzj"Tt(~D(P=~)andhf(~D(~t 
M:cp))=M(CD(rtN:cp) only zfTk(E:I>==rN). 
Proof. This is a standard construction and we give only the construction of %‘r. 
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Base category BT: Objects in the base are finite sequences of sorts. Let At,. . ,A, and 
B,,...,B, be two such sequences and let Ci =x~‘,...,.$ Cz= y;“‘,...,dtl be two con- 
texts. Given two m-tuples (1, > fi : BI,. . . ,CI > fm : B,) and (C, > gt : BI,. . .,.X2 > 
gm : B,) we say that they are equivalent iff for every i T k fl(zl/xl,. . . ,z,/x,) = =,,,,,, r
gi(ZllYl,... z,,/y,,). These classes of equivalences are arrows from Al,. . . ,A, to B,, . . ., 
B,. Composition is done by “simultaneous” substitution; an identity on Al,. . . , A, is 
represented by an n-tuple of variables (with context). 
Objects above Al, . . . , A, are the classes of equivalent pretypes with “sorting” AI,. . . , 
A,. More precisely: (4’I,. . .,.x$ D cp) is equivalent to (yf’, . . . ,A!! D $) if 4’, . . . ,z$ D 
cp(zl/xl,...,zn/x,) = $(Zl/Yl,..~,ZnlYn>. 
Arrows in Cr and Vr on them: First, we want to define an equivalence relation on 
the terms. This is the smallest congruence relation generated by T equality, above- 
mentioned equivalence relation of functions and types, and the following relation: 
(zD(x;p’ , . . . ,a,%$” kbf : $)) - (cD(z’p’A”.A’po 1 N : $)) iff T proves CDM(~~~(Z)/X,, . . . , 
rc,(Z)/X,) =z N. We are ready to define the arrows in the total category. Let Al,. . , A,, 
and BI,..., B, be two objects in BT. Let Ci =x;‘l,. . . ,e and & = yf’, . . . , & be two 
contexts and let f = (Z, > fi : B1, . . . , Cl > fm : B,) be (a representative of) an arrow 
in BT from Al,. . . ,A, to Bl,. . ., B,. Let Ci D (pi i = 1,2 be (representatives of) two 
objects in Cr above Al,. . . , A,, and BI, . . . , B, respectively. The arrows between them 
above f are classes of congruent terms (in the above sense) of the form Cr D (A? F 
M : m(filyl,. . . , fm/ym)). Composition in Cr is again defined as substitution of rep- 
resentatives and the identity is represented with a typed variable. 0 
With not much additional work, one could also show that the above construction 
gives the so called “classifying model” for the theory. 
Remark 7.6. Above, we have explained the two “opposite” constructions. In the first 
one we start with a cloven V-fibration %? and we assign to it the internal language 
and theory Tw (with AC we could have started with an arbitrary V-fibration). In the 
second construction, we start with a i,V-theory T and we construct the canonical ‘d- 
fibration %?r. What would happen if we were to do these two constructions one after 
another? The answer is: almost nothing. Namely, we would get an equivalence of 
V-fibrations %? and %Yr%. But, the fibration %?r is nice in the following way: it is not 
only a cloven V-fibration but it is also split, normal, the induced pullback functors 
preserve the specified structure on the nose and the canonical isomorphism in Beck- 
Chevalley condition is an identity! Basically, this is because of the nice property of 
syntactic substitution, e.g. (cp~$)[ f/x] E cp[ f/x]A$[f/x]. It also holds for some other 
classes of fibrations, e.g. for “ordinary” fibrations. If we were to start with a V-theory 
and perform the two constructions we would get an “equivalent” theory. The notions 
of morphism and equivalence between theories would have to be defined mimick- 
ing these notions for V-fibrations. In that way one could show a relation between 
VFib, and the (2-)category of V-theories similar to the one for ccc’s and lambda 
calculi [17]. 
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8. Free arrows and fibrations 
In this section we define the notion of a free arrow in a fibration as well as the 
notion of a free V-fibration. Our exposition is similar to the one in [21] but we also 
prove some properties which are not present there. After the submission of our paper 
a referee provided another relevant reference [ 1 l] which independently establishes a 
functional completeness result. First some general remarks on faithfulness of morphisms 
of V-fibrations. 
Definition 8.1. We say that a morphism of fibrations F = (F,,Fo) : +Z -+ 9 is faithful 
if both mnctors Fi and FO are faithful. Equivalently, we can require FO to be faithful 
and F1 to be fiberwise faithful (i.e. faithful when restricted to any of the fibers). 
Lemma 8.2. A morphism (F,, Fo) : V --+ 9 of kf-jibrations is faithful iflF0 is faithful 
and F, is faithful when restricted to those arrows above a terminal object whose 
domain is a terminal object in the fiber. 
Definition 8.3. For a fibration %? :C + B the global section morphism r = (fi, &) : 
g + Y is defined to be & = B( 1, -): B -+ Set and & : C + Set’ is defined to be 
%:C(T,-) -+ B(l,%?-)) (so on arrows &i(M) = (M o -,%(M) o -)) where 1 is a 
terminal object in the base and T is a terminal object in the fiber over 1. 
Lemma 8.4. r is a morphism of Jibration which preserves finite products in the 
base and Jiberwise stable jinite products. (Zt does not have to preserve the rest of 
V-structure. ) 
Lemma 8.5. Let $9: C + B be a tr-jibration which has the following properties: 
1 generates in the base andfor every B, TB generates in the $ber over B (equivalently, 
TI generates in the total category). Then the global section functor is faithful. 
As mentioned earlier, the notion of polynomial fibration and functional completeness 
can be developed as in [17]. Some of the constructions are studied in [20, 111. However, 
in none of the references are proved properties related to faithfulness, so we are going 
to do that here. 
Let us recall what it means to add a free arrow < : 1 +B to a Cartesian (= has finite 
products) category B. The new Cartesian category is denoted by B[t : 1 --+ B] and 
has the following universal property: there is a Cartesian functor Z : B -+ B[t : 1 + B] 
such that for every Cartesian functor F : B -+ A and for every arrow a : F( 1) -+ F(B) 
there is unique (up to a natural isomorphism) functor F’ : B[5 : 1 + B] -+ A such that 
F’Z = F and F’(t) = a. There are two equivalent constructions of B[< : 1 --f B], one is 
categorical and the other is syntactical. The former is usually denoted B//B and it is 
obtained as follows: the objects are objects of B and the arrows in B//B(Ai,Az) are of 
the form (f, ~2) E B(Al x B, A2 x B). The mnctor Z is identity on objects, on arrows it 
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is - x 1~; the free arrow is the “diagonal” 1 x B 4 B x B. The latter construction is 
obtained as follows: take the internal language LB and the internal theory Tn and add 
to them a brand new constant [ : 1 -+ B. Then, form the Cartesian category generated 
by this new language and the theory and we are done. 
Our first construction for V-fibrations is similar to the above: let %: C -+ B be a 
V-fibration, we want to add a free constant 4 : 1 --+ B in the base. Denote this V- 
fibration by ‘81~ : 1 _BI : C’ 4 B’ or just by $?ltl. It satisfies the following universal 
property: there is a V-morphism I = (Zl,Zo): 97 + %‘,~I such that for every V-morphism 
F:V+9 (52:D -+ A) and every a:Fc(l) + Fe(B) there exists a unique (up to a 
natural isomorphism) V-morphism F’ : ‘??[~I -+ 9 such that F = F’I and F;(t) = a. There 
are two equivalent ways of constructing VIE :r_Bj : C’ + B’. The first construction 
(categorical one): B’ = B//B (as above), objects in the fiber (%‘l~l),,t are the objects 
from the fiber %?A~B, the arrows in C’ are all the arrows from C which are above 
B//B. lo is as before and Zr is defined on objects as It (cp) = n*cp where cp is above 
A and rt :A x B -+ A, and on arrows: if A4: cp1 + cpz is above f : Al + AZ then 
Z,(M) = (MY,,~, )’ (that is Zl(A4) : TC*(PI -+ n* (~2 is the unique arrow above f x 1~ such 
that Y~,~~Z~(M) =MY,,~, ). The variable is represented by the diagonal B -+ B x B. To 
add finitely many free arrows gi : 1 + Bi, i = 1, n to the base is the same as to add 
one free arrow t : 1 --+ B1 x . . . x B,. Given the construction and Lemma 8.2 it is easy 
to prove the following: 
Lemma 8.6. The morphism I: % + %‘Lc~ is faithful iff for every A 71: A x B --f A is 
epi in the base and the Cartesian arrow yn,~, : TA x~ -+ TA above it is epi for the fiber 
above A. In case that B = BI x . . . x B, it holds that n : A x B + A is epi #for every 
i II : A x Bi -+ A is epi; similarly: yn,~, is epi for the fiber above A iff for every i and 
for every A yR,~, : TAxg + TA is epi for the same fiber. 
Proposition 8.7 (Functional completeness I). Let I : %? -+ %?,<I be a morphism as above 
and let f (5) : C -+ D in B[t] and let M(5) : (p(5) + $(4) be an arrow in the total 
category of %‘[~1 above f (5). Then, there is a unique arrow f : C x B + D in B such 
that f (5) = Zo(f )( lc, 50~). Also, there are unique up to an isomorphism cp E Q?c~B 
and $ E Vbx~ such that there are Cartesian arrows y(lc,~oc),I,(Vp): cp(t) + Zl(cp) and 
“iJ(lC,SO~~,l,(i) : 640 + II ($). And finally, there is unique M : cp -+ $ above (f, 712) 
such that M(4) = (ZI(M)~(~,,SO~),,,(,))‘- 
The other way of constructing Vltl is to associate internal language and the the- 
ory (Lq, 2”~) to %? (cf. Definition 7.4), then to add a new constant function of sort 
B to (Lq, T,) and then to construct the classifying V-fibration for the new theory as 
in Proposition 7.5, briefly: %l< :i+~] = ‘%~,.,,r~. This construction obviously extends 
to the addition of infinitely many arrows to the base while the first one requires an 
additional colimit construction. Let us denote such a V-fibration by %?lt, :t+a,,iE~]. The 
following is then an obvious consequence of the “finiteness” of provability: 
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Lemma 8.8. For every ‘d-fibration %? I : $7 + ?i?Lt, :I_B,,iEI~ is faithful @for every i E I 
and for every A 71: A x B; -+ A is epi in B and yn,T, is epi for the fiber above A. 
Until now we were adding the free arrows to the base (minimally changing the 
total category). Let us now add free arrows to the total category over existing arrows 
(therefore, the base will not change). We will add arrows to V-fibrations so, without 
a loss of generality, we can add them in the fiber over 1 (a terminal object in B) and 
they will all have a common domain T (a terminal object in the fiber). 
Let %? :C -+ B be a V-fibration, we add a free arrow 2 : T + cp in the fiber above 1. 
Denote this V-fibration by Vl’ :T-+ql : C” + B” or just by @‘l. It satisfies the following 
universal property: there is a V-morphism J = (Jl,&) : 97 + %‘[‘I such that for every 
V-morphism F:V + 9 (S:D + A) and every X:Fl(T) + F’,(q) over Fa(l) there 
exists a unique (up to a natural isomorphism) V-morphism F” : V[‘] + 9 such that 
F = F”J and F,“(E) = X. 
Again, there are two equivalent ways of constructing ~1’1 : C” + B”. The first con- 
struction (categorical one): B” = B; the objects of C” are the objects of C, the arrows 
from $ to 4 above f : A + B are the arrows from C($ A O:cp, $ A 0;) above f of the 
form (M(Yo,,~Pz)+)~. whereM:IC/AQ + cj is an arbitrary arrow in C above f and 
p2 : I+!I A O;(p + Oj;cp is the second projection in the fiber. The free arrow Z is repre- 
sented by the diagonal Tl A cp + cp A q; JO is just identity as is Ji on objects and for a 
morphism M:$I + $2 above f :A1 +A2 JlW) = (~P,,(Yo,,,,Pz)+),~:~I AO;,cp + 
$2 A O’;* rp (where p2 : $1 A O:, cp + 02, cp is the projection). To add finitely many free 
arrows E-i : T --f cpi, i = 1, n, to the fiber over 1 is the same as to add one free arrow 
“.T Y. + cp1 A . . A tpfi_ Given the construction and Lemma 8.2 it is easy to prove the 
following: 
Lemma 8.9. The morphism J : W + ~“~1 is faithful ifs 0, : cp + T is epi in the jber 
over 1. In case that 9 = cpf A . . . A (P,, it holds that 0, : cp + T is epi in the jiber ifl 
for every i O,! : cpi -+ T is epi in the jiber. 
Proposition 8.10 (Functional completeness II). Let J: 9? + %T?[~] be a morphism as 
above. Then for every N(E): $ -+ 4 above f : C ---) D in %?[‘I there exists unique 
N : $ A O:cp --f 4 above f in %Y such that N(Z) = Z(N)(~,J,,(O~E)O~). (Recall that 
0 ;z = (&Oc,T,)+.) 
The other way of constructing Hz1 IS to associate internal language and the theory 
to %, then to add a new constant term of type cp and then to construct the classifying 
‘d-fibration for the new theory, briefly: %‘lEl = +ZL,~E,~~. And again, as before, this 
construction obviously extends to the addition of infinitely many arrows; denote such 
a kj_nbration by $$"I :T+cp,XJl. 
Lemma 8.11. For every V-jbration %? J : 92 + %TLE/ ‘T+~J,jEJ] is faithful ifs for every 
J’ E J O,, : qj --f T is epi in the jiber above 1. 
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The two special kinds of double slicing correspond to adding of a new constant and 
a new proof to the theory. Although it is not needed for the rest of our paper we could 
say that some other more general additions of a free arrow can be obtained by first 
adding a free arrow to the base and then to a fiber. The following lemma is going to 
be used in the next section: 
Lemma 8.12. In a free H-calculus the following holds: (a) Zf C D (r F kfi : cp + $), 
i = 1,2, and if CD M,5 =r M2E for a basic constant E E BCx((p) which does not 
appear in Ml,Mz then C Dktj =r Ml. (b) If CD (r k Mi :‘Vp : cp), i = 1,2, and if 
C D M,‘t =r Mi< for a basic constant 5 : A which does not appear in Ml, M2 then 
CDkf1 =r M2. 
Proof. (a) Given a proof C D MIS =r M2E we can prove C D MIX =T,x” M2X by 
replacing all the occurrences of 3 ’ m the given proof by a brand new typed variable 
Xq. From that, using (q) and (5) the statement follows, (b) Similarly, given a proof 
CD M([ =r M2/5 we prove C,2 DM{X =r Mix and use (H) and (Vt). (Obviously, the 
lemma would remain true in a non-free case provided that the additional equations did 
not contain 8,[.) 0 
Let us now describe the notion of a free V-fibration. Informally, this is a t/-fibration 
freely generated by a set of objects in the base, a set of arrows among already generated 
objects in the base, a set of objects above already generated objects and by a set of 
arrows above already generated arrows and among already generated objects in the 
total category. It has to satisfy the expected universal property similar to the case of 
“h(-)-fibrations” as described in [21]. It will follow from our definition as well using 
Proposition 7.5. 
Definition 8.13. Let 2 = (S, F, P, T) be a V-language. Let 9 denote also the V-theory 
with an empty set of axioms. Then the classifying ‘d-fibration %?T as defined in Propo- 
sition 7.5 is a free ‘d-fibration generated by S, F, P and T. 
Notice, of course if the starting fibration was free then after adding of no matter 
how many free arrows the new fibration is also free. 
Theorem 8.14. The above functors I and J are faithful when their domain is a free 
V-jibration. 
Proof. By Lemma 8.8 to show that I is faithful we need to show that in a free V- 
fibration the following holds: (a) for every f ,g if f z = gx then f = g and (b) if 
Myn,~? = NY~,T~ then M = N. By our construction of a free V-fibration as a term model 
these two conditions are equivalent to: (a) if Ci U.&DJ = g and zznF,SV( f, g) = 8 then 
lE,~f = g; (b) CiUCzr>M =X~ N and CznFSV(M,N) = 0 then Cit>M =X~ N. These 
two statements follow from Lemma 5.2 and Proposition 6.3 respectively. Similarly, to 
show that J is faithful, by Lemma 8.11, we need to show that if CD M =r, u fi N and 
E fl FTV(M, N) = Cp then C D M =r, N. This again follows by Proposition 6.3. q 
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9. Friedman-like completeness for the universal quantifier 
Theorem 9.1. For every free V-jibration 9 generated by infinitely many free arrows 
from a terminal object to every object in the base and infinitely many free arrows in 
WI from a terminal object to every object there exists a faithful, structure preserving 
morphism JV to Y Cfamilies of sets). 
Proof. The scheme of the proof is the same as for the original Friedman’s proof. It 
is presented using the mediating sets as in a manuscript by Kennison [14]. Given a 
fibration as above we start with the global section morphism r : V --+ 9’. It is enough 
to give the above morphism J” on generators. We can immediately give JV on the 
base - it is the same as r (since r preserves products the definition is correct). On 
the generating (free) objects of the total category it is defined as r as well. JV is now 
induced on all the objects (and on the arrows in the base). 
To define JV on the generating (free) arrows of the total category and to show 
that it is faithful we introduce a mediating morphism ~2’: %? -+ Y. Eventually we 
will show that they are in the following relation: e : &if =s r and m : A?%’ + _N such 
that e is fiberwise surjective and m is fiberwise injective natural transformation (such 
a “span” plays the role of Friedman’s “partial surjection”). This will be enough for 
the faithfulness: assume that Jlr(Mi) = Jlr(M2) and Mi : T -+ cp are above 1 (the 
special case is enough). Then, by the naturality and the injectivity of m we have 
J&‘(M, ) = L&‘(M~). Using the naturality of e and by the fact that A( 1) = ,Ir( 1) = r( 1) 
as well as A(T) = M(T) = T(T) we have &Vi) = T(M2). Then, faithfulness of r 
implies that MI = M2. (Surjectivity of e is needed for the inductive argument to go 
through as well as for the definition of JV on free arrows.) 
Now, let us define ~2’, e and m simultaneously by induction on the complexity of 
the (representatives of the) objects in the total category. On the base category, ~2 
is the same as r (as well as JV); e and m are defined to be identities there. On 
the “atomic” objects (free objects and the terminal objects) ~2’ is defined to be the 
same as r (again, same as JV). m and e are identities here as well. Assume cp,ll/ are 
above A. Denote &L!(q) above a E B( 1, A)( = k’(A)) by J&( cp). Then, for every such 
a =“J%(cP A $) =df d&v> x A($), e,t+ =df eq A qh mrphj =df m9 A m* and 
=df {f : 6(q) + &(ti) 1 for evev s E A=(v) f (%(q)(s)) E ma[Aa(lC/)l 
and there exists M: q(a) + $(a) E G(cp + $) such that for every 
s E .R;e,(cp) Mea = e,($)(f (m,(s)))). (1) 
Define m,(cp -+ $) as the obvious inclusion and define e,( cp -+ II/)(f) = A4 as specified 
in the above definition (so far we do not know anything about the uniqueness of such 
an M - that is we choose one of them). And finally assume that cp is above A x B 
(and tixAq is above B). Then ~H(trXcp) is above Jt’(B)(= B( 1, B)) and it is defined as 
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follows: for every b: 1 + B 
.&$,(Vxq) =df s E n &J&((P) 1 there exists A4 : ‘dx,cp(x, b) E &,(Vx’x(p) 
a:l-+A 
such that for every a: 1 + A M’a = e,,b(cp)(rr,(s)) 
1 
. 
The section m&v’x’xcp) : A$,(Vx;ccp) + A$(Vxxcp) is defined as the obvious inclusion since 
J6(vxq) = &:,+A &&,(q) and J&,(vxq) & na:1_A J&&(P). And the section 
eb(kq)(s) is defined to be the above M (again, we “choose” one of them). 
Lemma 9.2. Each e($) is subjective and the above “choices” of M are unique. 
Proof. Let yyl,. . . , & D I). It is enough to show that for every n-tuple bi : 1 + Bi, 
i=l , . . , n (briefly, 6) and for every M E r;($) there exists an s E ~&‘g($) such that 
e;(+)(s) = A4 and there are no two M’s which would satisfy the above definition of 
eg($)(,s). This is proved simultaneously by induction on the complexity of $. Let 
us do here just the case Ic/ ZE Kx?~. Take an M E rg(Vti(p) - it is represented by a 
closed term M:!f.@~(~/~). We want an .YE ~&‘~(Vti(p) such that eg(Vtiq)(S)=M. 
Define s E &:,_A ~Y~,g(‘p) as rc,(s) E &k(cp)(M’a) (by induction hypothesis e,g(cp) 
is surjective (and since we use AC) the choice is possible). Obviously such an s 
satisfies our definition for a member of ~&‘g(Vxq) and the “witness” for that is M 
that we began with. So far we have only that e#xq)(.s) could be chosen to be M - 
however there are no two different terms like that by Lemma 8.12(b). 0 
Next thing is to define M on free arrows in the total category - recall that it is 
enough to consider the special case of free arrows over 1 with the domain T. Let 
E : T + cp be such a free arrow. Define a(E) = m(cp)e-‘(q)(E) (it is possible that 
e(cp) is not injective - in that case we choose one element of Jo’ which is mapped 
to a). In that way (since the domain of JV” is a free structure), we have the definition 
of it on the whole structure. Finally, we simultaneously define JZ on arrows and show 
that m and e are natural transformations. 
Lemma9.3. Foreveryyf’,..., &Dcpandforeveryti’,..., x$>fj:Bj,j=l ,..., m, 
the following holds: let a’ = (al : 1 + Al,. . .,a,, : 1 + A,,) be (representatives of) 
arrows in the base (i.e. constant functions), then: rz(cp(f,, . . . , fm)) = r~(~),.,.,~~~(~)(y~), 
J”l?(cp(fl ,...,fm))=~~(a),...,r;,,(a)(cp)l ~a(~(fi,...,fm))=~~(a),...,r;,,(a)(cP), mz(cP(fi, 
. . . ,fm)) = mh(a),...,f;,?(a)(q) and ez(cP(fl,. . . T fm)) = eh(a),...,,6,(a) (cp). 
Proof. The first equation follows from the definition of r. The second one can be 
proved by induction on the complexity of cp. The last three equations are proved 
simultaneously by induction on the complexity of cp. 0 
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Lemma 9.4. For every term 4’). . . ,.I-$ D (X;“’ , . . . ,XP k M : $) (abbreviated to just 
M), for every al : Al,. . . a,,, : A,,, and for every ai E ck’a ,,,,_, a ,,((Pi), i = 1,. . . ,n, the 
following holds: 
Jv” a I,..., .,(W(mc? I,..., ,,,(cpl)(oll),‘..,m,,~..,,,(cp,)(a,)) E JK I,..., a,,,($) 
e a I,..., .,,,($>(Jlr, I,..., .,,,(M)(rn,,~..,,,(cpl NW), . . .>mcl I,..., a,,,((PnXQl)) 
= [W M(ah,.. .,dh)(ea ,,..., ,,(cpl)(4Wl, 
. . .,e, ,,___, a, (~n)(~nYX,): Il/(al/X!,.--,a,/x,))l. 
Proof. This is proved simultaneously by induction on the complexity of M. Let us just 
check the two cases which are specific for the universal quantifier. The first case is 
M E (CD(T k A_@N :‘d~?q)) (and C,PD(~ k N: cp)). For the notational simplicity, let 
C = yB and r =X4. Given b : B and CI E &$,(c$) we want to show Jlrb(M)(m~(~)(cc)) E 
~&O’~x(p) and e&4)(4(M)(mb(4)(~))) = [D(k M(bly)(eb(4)(a)/X) : ~v(bly))l. 
By definition of Jlr we have ~+$(M)(mb(4)(cr)) = (.rS,,(N)(nz~(+)(c))),;p and since 
by induction hypothesis J’&(N)(rnb(~#~)(a)) E &I’&cp) it is easy to see that the 
first statement is satisfied by the definition of J&,(v’x~) - the “witnessing” A4 is 
M(b/y)(eb(4)(cx)/X). To show the second part we will use the definition of e@x;ccp) 
and the uniqueness of it. That is, it will be enough to show that for every a: A 
M(bly)(eb(4)(a)/W’a = ea,b(q)(%(J%(M)(mb(4)(a)))). Now recall that ath Pro- 
jection of Jt$(M)(mb(+)(@)) is &&(N)(mb($)(a)) and that M E ilxN; therefore the 
above equation reads: N(a/x, b/y)(eb(4)(a)/X) = e,b(cp)(&&,(N)(m~(c$)(u))). By in- 
duction hypothesis this equation is satisfied. 
The second case which we are going to examine is: fl D (X4 1 N’f : cp( f /x”)) 
(where ~“D(X@ k N:V#q) and ya > f:A). We have to show that for every b:B 
and every aE&&‘b(4) the following holds: .Kb(N’f)(mb(4)(a)) E &%$((P(f/X)) and 
eb(Y(f/x))(J%(N’f )(mb(4)(x))) = [D(kN’f (b/y)(eb(6)(u)/X): cp(f (b)kbly))l. BY 
definition of J+‘” Mb(N’f)(mb(c$)(a)) = 7c/(b)(&(N)(mb($)(E))). By induction Nb(N) 
(Mb($)(a)) E _&$,(vX/x4D) therefore, by the definition of ~&,(t(xq), f(b)th projection is 
in dfcb),b((P). By Lemma 9.3 this is the same as J’&(q(f/x)) which proves the fir.9 
part. Let us now prove the second part. By induction hypothesis e@X’xcp) 
(_i$$h(N)(mb(@)(CC))) = [D(F N(b/y)(eb(4)(cr)/X))]. Also, by the definition of eb(vX’xcp) 
we have that for every a : A eb(~x;rcp)(~(N)(mb(~)(cc)))‘a = ea,b(cp>(n,(Jlrb(N>(mb(~) 
(a)). These two give [DC k (N(b/y)(eb(~)(cL)/X>>‘a)l = e,,b(cp)(~,(Ju^b(N>(mb(~)(a)). 
By Lemma 9.3 e&q) = eb(c?(a/x)) and by the definition of M(N’a) ?‘c,(Nb(N)(mb(4) 
(cc))) = Jv;(N’a)(mb($)(ct)); so the right-hand side of the above equation becomes 
eb(cp(a/x))(Jv;b(N’a)(mb($)(a))). Take f(b) instead of a and the remaining part is 
proved. cl 
The above lemma insured that it is meaningful to define J&! on arrows as a restriction 
of ._M. The previous two lemmas imply that m and e are natural transformations: former 
lemma implies that for Cartesian arrows and the latter for the arrows inside of the same 
fiber - and this is enough. 0 
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Theorem 9.5. For every free V-jibration 97 there exists a faithful and structure pre- 
serving morphism to Y Cfamilies of sets). 
Proof. This morphism is JlrJI where I, J denote the addition of infinitely many free 
arrows to every object of the base, total category respectively. 0 
Similarly as in [7] one can easily prove a corollary, whose proof (but not the state- 
ment!) uses free V-fibrations with free arrows. 
Corollary 9.6. For every projective (with respect to V-morphisms which are surjective 
on arrows) V-jibration, there exists a faithful V-morphism into Y. 
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